
THE TRANSFORMATION OF DOUBLE INTEGRALS

by
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Chapter I. Introduction

1.1. Let there be given a continuous transformation T of the form

T:   x = x(u, v),      y — y(u, v),

where x(u, v), y(u, v) are defined and continuous on the unit square

Sa:  6 £ »£ 1,     0-£ * S 1.

Designate the continuous image of the boundary of So under T by C. We shall

be concerned with the validity of the topological transformation formula (ap-

parently first studied by Schauder [l](1))

F(x(u, v), y(u, v))J(u, v; T)dudv

/+°° /• +°°I    F(x, y)ii(x, y; So, T)dxdy,

where F(x, y) is any measurable function in the xy-plane; J(u, v; T) is the

Jacobian, xu(u, v)yv(u, v) —xv(u, v)yu(u, v); and ju(x, y; So, T) is equal to the

topological index of the point (x, y) with respect to C if (x, y) is not on C;

otherwise, p(x, y; So, T)=0. The topological index of a point (x, y) with re-

spect to the continuous curve C is defined as follows:

Definition. As (u, v) describes the boundary of So once in the counter-

clockwise sense, (x(u, v), y(u, v)) describes in the xy-plane the directed closed

continuous curve C, and, if (x, y) is a point not on C, the change of the continu-

ously varying argument of the vector from (x, y) to (x(u, v), y(u, v)) is of the form

2kir, where k is an integer (positive, negative, or zero). The integer k is called

the topological index of the point (x, y) with respect to C.

If F(x, y) = l, formula (1) becomes the area formula

(2)

n /» n +oo   y» +00

I I  J(u, v; T)dudv = I       I     p(x, y;S0, T)dxdy.

If the transformation T is biunique, | ju(x, y; So, T) \ assumes only two values,

0 or 1, and formula (1) reduces to the ordinary transformation formula
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I I  F(x(u, v), y(u, v)) I J(u, v; T) \ dudv = I I      F(x, y)dxdy,
J J S0 J * T(.sl)

where T(S^) is the image under T of So, the set of interior points of So-

1.2. Rado and Reichelderfer have established formula (1), under the as-

sumption that the integral on the left exists and the locus of C is a set of

planar measure zero, for a wide class of continuous transformations which

they call K3. (Many other results hold as well in class K3. See Rado and

Reichelderfer [l].) The purpose of the present paper is to show that this re-

sult implies all of the results on the transformation of double integrals in the

literature of which we are aware (see McShane [l], Morrey [l], Rademacher

[l ], Rado [l, 2, 3], Schauder [l], Young [l, 2, 3]). It is not difficult to verify,

by means of the two theorems of Rado and Reichelderfer quoted in 1.6 and

1.7, that the transformations considered by McShane [l], Morrey [l], Rade-

macher [l], Rado [l, 2, 3], and Schauder [l] belong to class K3 and that the

formulas established by these authors follow from formula (1). On the other

hand, it is not apparent that Young's results are implied by those of Rado

and Reichelderfer. We shall devote our attention, then, to the work of Young

[l, 2, 3], ultimately showing that all of his results can be accounted for in

terms of the results of Rado and Reichelderfer. (It is interesting to note that

our methods will place many of the transformations considered by Young in

Morrey's class L. Morrey [l] has established formula (2) for transformations

in class L.)

1.3. The two transformation formulas which Young develops are the same

on the left as formulas (1) and (2); however, the right sides of Young's

formulas are not Lebesgue integrals, but the limits of Lebesgue integrals.

We shall now give a brief description of these limits. Let a be the generic nota-

tion for a subdivision of the boundary of .So by points Pi, • • • , Pm, numbered

consecutively in the positive sense around So. Let IL be the directed closed

polygon "inscribed" in C which is formed by straight segments connecting

in order the images of Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pm, Pi under T. Define p,(x, y) to be equal

to the topological index of the point (x, y) with respect to II„ if (x, y) is not

on IL; otherwise, set p.„(x, y) =0. Then if F(x, y) is any measurable function

in the xy-plane, Young defines the integral of F(x, y) over the area of the polygon

IL as follows:

n„ /» +00 +00F(x, y)dxdy = J     J    F(x, y)n.(x, y)dxdy,

providing the Lebesgue integral on the right exists. Young then defines the

integral of F(x, y) over the area of the curve C in the following way:

(F) f fF(x, y)dxdy = lim (F) f \   F(x, y)dxdy,
J J c lkll->o       J Jn„
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providing the limit on the right exists and is independent of the manner in

which ||o-||—>0. (||tr|| is the norm of the subdivision a.)

1.4. For certain classes of continuous transformations

T:   x = x(w, »),      y = y(u, v), (u, v) £ So,

Young has established the area formula

(3) j j J{u, v; T)dudv = (F) JJ dxdy,

where C is the image of the boundary of So under T and (Y)ffcdxdy is as-

sumed to exist. In a few instances, he also asserts that the general transforma-

tion formula

(4) J J F(x(u, v), y(u, v))J(u, v; T)dudv = (F) J J F(x, y)dxdy

holds for any measurable function F(x, y) in the xy-plane as soon as the in-

tegral on the right exists. Throughout his work, Young assumes that the co-

ordinate functions x(u, v) and y(u, v) of the transformation T are absolutely

continuous on every horizontal and on every vertical in So; hence, the con-

tinuous curve C is rectifiable and its locus is a set of planar measure zero.

1.5. A comparison of formulas (1) and (4) leads to this engaging question:

When does

/+oO     r* +0O /» +00     n +00

I    F(x, y)/*„(*, y)dxdy-► j       I    F(x, y)n(x, y;S0, T)dxdy?
-oo    «7-00                                                            IMI-0      ^-oo J-oo

Young neither raises nor answers this question. Instead, he always assumes

the existence of the limit on the left and defines it to be the new integral,

(Y)ffcF(x, y)dxdy. It is clear that an improvement is achieved if in formula

(4) we can replace (Y)ffcF(x, y)dxdy by /_„/_.F(x, y)p(x, y; So, T)dxdy.
(Schauder [l] has already enunciated the desideratum of replacing

(Y)ffcF(x, y)dxdy by something more tangible.) In fact, in every case

considered by Young but one, we shall accomplish this replacement by

showing that the transformation belongs to class K3 and, hence, formula

(1) holds as soon as the integral on the left exists (cf. 1.2, 1.4). In the one

exceptional case just mentioned, it would seem that Young did not estab-

lish anything (cf. 3.10). (The preceding statements should not be con-

strued to mean that we have succeeded in identifying (Y)ffcF(x, y)dxdy

and S_^f_F(x, y)p{x, y; So, T)dxdy in all the cases of Young. Actually, it

appears to us that a general study of the relation of these integrals would lead

to questions of great difficulty and interest.)

1.6. To place Young's transformations in class K3, we shall utilize the

two following theorems of Rado and Reichelderfer [l].
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Theorem. // the transformation T is continuous on the domain D of the

uv-plane; the partial derivatives xu(u, v), xv(u, v), yu(u, v), yv(u, v) exist and are

continuous on O; and J(u, v; T) is summable on D, then TEK3(0).

1.7. Closure theorem. Let there be given bounded domains O and D„ in

the uv-plane and continuous transformations

T:    x = xiu, v),       y = y(u, v), [u, v) £D,

T„:   x = xn(u, v),      y = yn(u, v), (u, v) GO,,

with the following properties: (i) D„CD and, for every closed set FCLG, there

exists an no = no(F) such that FCLOn for all n>no; (ii) Jiu, v; T) exists a.e.

(almost everywhere) and is summable on D; (iii) TnEKz(Gn) for n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ;

(iv) for every closed set FCL'D, xn(u, v)~^nuniformly to x(u, v), y„(u, v)—>nuni-'

formly to y(u,v), on F and

jm ff
n «/•///

lim   \ I   I J(u, v; Tn) — J(u, v; T)\ dudv = 0.

Then T<EK3(D).

(The Closure Theorem is still valid if the condition

lim   I I   I J(u, v; Tn) — J(u, v; T) \ dudv = 0

is replaced by the weaker condition

lim   I I   I J(u, v; T„) \ dudv = I f   | J(u, v; T)\ dudv.)
n    J J F *J *J p

1.8. The method employed in Chapter III to place each transformation

considered by Young in class Ks is this: We approximate to the given trans-

formation by a sequence of transformations which belong to class K3 (to be-

gin, we use transformations which belong to class K3 because of 1.6) and

satisfy the conditions of the Closure Theorem, thus placing the given trans-

formation in class K3. The feature of this paper is the utilization of integral

means to obtain the approximating transformations.

The second chapter of this paper is a systematic presentation of general

theorems in analysis and properties of integral means which we apply in

Chapter III to prove our results. Since integral means give rise to non-

denumerable sequences of approximating functions, many of the theorems in

Chapter II are concerned with such sequences; however, we work only with

denumerable sequences in Chapter III. The intrinsic interest of our results

on non-denumerable sequences of integral means justifies their inclusion.

1.9. The cases which we treat in Chapter III are numerous and contain

many assumptions so we shall not list them here, but we shall summarize
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the essential differences between our results and those of Young.

1. By placing Young's transformations in class K3, we do more than es-

tablish formula (1) of 1.1 for them, since many other results hold as well for

transformations in class K3 (cf. 1.2).

2. In most of his cases, Young did not establish formula (4) of 1.4, but

only the area formula (3). On the other hand, we shall establish the general

topological transformation formula (1) for all of Young's transformations.

Young established formula (3) for the transformations considered in 3.6, 3.7,

3.9, 3.12, and 3.14; formula (4) for the transformations of 3.8 and 3.14.1.

The transformation of 3.14.1 is the most general case for which Young claims

to have established formula (4).

3. Throughout Chapter III we assume there is given a continuous trans-

formation T: x=x(u, v), y=y(u, v), (u, v)Q.S0, which satisfies the standard

hypothesis H0: x(u, v) and y(u, v) are absolutely continuous in the Tonelli

sense (cf. 2.17) on So and the image of the boundary of So under T is a set

of planar measure zero. The additional restrictions on T which we use in

Chapter III do not differ from restrictions used by Young; however, Young

always makes the standard assumption that x(u, v) and y(u, v) are of bounded

variation in the Tonelli sense (cf. 2.17) on So and are absolutely continuous

on every horizontal and on every vertical in So. Clearly our hypothesis Ho

is less restrictive than Young's standard assumption (cf. 1.4).

It must be remembered that in all cases our theorems are not identical

with those of Young (cf. 1.3, 1.5). The references to Young's work which ap-

pear in 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.12, 3.14, and 3.14.1 direct the reader to the theo-

rems of Young which correspond to our theorems of those sections.

1.10. Young's theorems on the transformation of double integrals are not

final in character; hence, we have attempted to find a general theorem which

would at once account for all of his results. The following proposition, which

we have not been able to establish or deny, seems a likely generalization (cf.

3.15):

If T satisfies Ho (cf. 1.9) and J(u, v; T) is summable on So, then TQ.K3(S0y)

and formula (1) holds if the integral on the left exists.

Chapter II. Auxiliary theorems and integral means

2.1. Most of the results listed in this chapter are known; however, a few

of them are new—for example, see 2.12, 2.21, 2.21.1. Proofs are included

whenever convenient references are not available.

2.2. The following concept will be used extensively in the present paper:

Definition. A family J of measurable functions defined on So is said to

have the Vitali property—briefly, property (V)—on a measurable subset E of S%

if the following condition is satisfied. To every e>0 there corresponds a 5 = 5(e)

> 0 such that
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i

f(u, v)dudv  < eI//,
for every function f(u, v) of J and every measurable set eQE with \e\ <d. (If e

is any set, \ e | denotes the exterior measure of e.)

2.2.1. Corollary. If a family J of functions f(u, v) has property (V) on a

measurable subset E of So, then the family J* of functions \f(u, v) \ also has, and

conversely.

2.2.2. Corollary. If J is a family of functions possessing property (V) on

a measurable subset E of So and Q is a family of measurable functions which are

uniformly bounded on E, then the family of functions f(u, v)-g(u, v),f(u, v)ElJ

and g(u, v)ElQ, has property (V) on E.

2.2.3. Corollary. If a family J of functions has property (V) on a measur-

able subset E of So, then ffßf(u, v)dudv exists for every function f(u, v) of J and

these integrals are uniformly bounded.

2.3. Theorem. If on a measurable subset E of S», fn(u, t>) =0 and /„(«, v)

—>„/(«, v) o.e., a necessary and sufficient condition for f(u, v) to be summable

on E and

j I f„(u, v)dudv —> I I f(u, v)dudv
j j e v  j e

is that {fn(u, v)} have property (V) on E.

Proof. See de la Vallee Poussin [l, p. 477]. This theorem may be extended

to a non-denumerable sequence of continuous functions fa(u, v), 0<a<l,

such that/„(w, »)—>a^o/(«, v) a.e. on E.

2.3.1. Corollary. If on a measurable subset E of So,fn(u, v)—>„f(u, v) a.e.,

a necessary and sufficient condition for f(u, v) to be summable on E and

fn(u, v) — f(u, v) I dudv —> 0

is that \fn(u, v)} have property (V) on E.

2.4. Many of the properties of integral means which we shall utilize de-

pend upon the next two theorems concerning partial differentiation of an

indefinite integral.

Theorem. If f(u, v) is summable on So and

f(u,        I fa, v)dtdr,, (u, v) e So,
j 0 "0
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then, for every v, Fu(u, v) = J°f(u, v)dri, provided u does not belong to a set of

measure zero which is independent of v.

Proof. See Fubini. [l]. (Similarly, for every u, Fv(u, v) = /„"/(£. fl)^£> pro-

vided v does not belong to a set of measure zero which is independent of u.

A majority of the theorems of this chapter are stated in an unsymmetric

form as regards u and v. In each such instance, a second theorem may be

obtained by interchanging the röles of u and v.)

2.5. Theorem. If f(u, v) is summable on So and

g{u, v) = I   /(£, («, v) G So,
* o

(for a.e. v, g(u, v) exists for every u) then g«(«, v) =/(w, v) a.e. on So.

Proof. See Helsel and Young [l ].

2.6. We shall have occasion to employ the following types of integral

means.

Definition. Iff(u, v) is summable on So and 0<A<l/2 is fixed, then

. J      /» k    /* h 1/* u~^h    f* v+h

/*(«, *) » — I      (/(« + «,» + ß)dadß - — I /({,
4A2 J    J _* 4A2 J „_a J

defined on the square Sh: h^u^l—h, h^v^l—h, is called the h-h-integral

mean of f(u, v).

Definition. If f(u, v) is summable on So and 0<A<l/2 is fixed, then

fh(u, s) - — I   /(« + a, »)aa - — I     /(£, »)d£,
2hJ-k 2hJ u-h

defined for a.e. v on the rectangle RM: htiu^l —h, 0£v£l, is called the h-in-

tegral mean off(u, v).

2.7. Theorem. If f(u, v) is continuous on So and R (a closed oriented rec-

tangle) comprised inS^is fixed, then, as h—»0, fh(u, v)^>uniformly tof(u, v) onR.

Proof. Well known properties of integral means such as this are estab-

lished in Bray [l], Morrey [l], and Rado [2]. When theorems on integral

means are stated without proofs or references, the reader should consult the

above papers.

2.8. Theorem. If f(u, v) is continuous on So, then on Sh

J      /» v+h

= 77^       {f(u + h,v) -f(u- h,v)}dv.
4Ä2 J v-h

dfh(u, v)

du
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2.9. Theorem. If f(u, v) is summable on So, then f^u, v) —>h^of(u, v) a.e.

on So.

Proof. The result is immediate from Lebesgue's theorem on absolutely

continuous set functions. See de la Vallee Poussin [l].

2.10. Theorem. If f(u, v) is summable on So and RCIS^ is fixed, then

{/*(«• v)} has property (V) on R.

Proof. Let e be any measurable set comprised in R. Then for h small

enough that RCZSh, we have

l JJfh(u, v)dudv   g ̂ j^J   J   | ^^ I f(u ~f~ a' ' + ß) I dudv^ dadß

=irA£{/Lj/(M'&)|^}^
1      /* a     /* h

= 77^       I   ß(l/l.5o, I e\ )dadß = fl(|/|,S„, I e\ ),
Ah2 J -hJ -h

where

el =   £[(« — «,» — 0) G «].

^( / > So,   e ) =        max I \  I /(m, v) dudv.
Eme&sCSo,\E\i\e\ j j e

Because of the absolute continuity of v) \ dudv as a set function on So,

ß(|/|, So, |e|)—»m-oO; hence, {fl(u, v) \ has property (V) on R.

2.11. Theorem. If f(u, v) and g(u, v) belong to associated Lebesgue classes

Lp and Lq respectively, where p>0, q>0, \/pA-\/q = \, and if RQS% is fixed,

then \ft{u, v) -ghh{u, v)) has property (V) on R.

Proof. The result follows from Holder's inequality and reasoning similar

to that employed in 2.10.

2.12. Theorem. If f{u, v) is summable on So and the closed interval (a, b)

is strictly interior to (0, 1), then

J*   I fh(u, v) I du -j—* J   I f(u, v) du,

provided v does not belong to a set of measure zero which is independent of a and b.

Proof. By 2.9, ft{u, v)^>h~of{u, v) a.e. on S0; hence from the Theorem of

Fubini, fl(u, v)—>h^of(u, v) a.e. on a.e. line v = constant in So. Let E\ be the

exceptional set of v values. Also, by the Theorem of Fubini, fl\f{u, v)\du
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exists for v not belonging to an exceptional set E2 of measure zero.

Choose two rational numbers a and ß such that 0<a<ß< 1. Then define

I /(«, v) I du, v not G El,
a—S

where 5>0 is rational and O^a —5</34-5^1. Since g(v) is summable on

O^u^l, it follows from Lebesgue's theorem on absolutely continuous set

functions that
i hl rh

— I  gO + 77)^17 —>g0).
InJ-h »—02A ./

for » not belonging to an exceptional set E\(a, ß, 5) of measure zero. Put

Ev = El + E2 +   2   £» («■ ß. V-
a,ß,5 rat.

Then |£„| =0.

For v notG-E» and for a fixed rational 5>/t,

f" I /£(«, 5) I du g ̂  J   J   |J   I /(« + £, 9 + ,) I du^dtdr,

1 r*
= — I g(» + ^d??.

Therefore

lim sup  I    I />,(«, d) I d« =i       = I      I /(w, f) I o"«, v not G F„.
Ä->0      J a " a-!

As 5—»0 through positive rational values, we obtain

lim sup  I    I //,(«, k) | aw 5= |    I /(m, ») I ow,        i> not G F„.

This inequality holds for any two real numbers 0 <a <b < 1, since for u not G-Er

• b

I fh(u, v) I du ^ lim sup  I     |        i') | dw
a 1-0 •/„„

= f " \f(u,v)\du^ f \f(u,v)

where {«„} and {ßn\ are sequences of rational numbers converging to a and b

respectively and satisfying 0<a„<a<6<|3„<l.
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By the Lemma of Fatou, for any two real numbers 0<a<&<!

(2)

/| /(«, d) I du = J     lim inf | /*(«, v) \ du

/' 6        h 1I fh(u, v) I du,    v not G Ev +
a

£2

The result follows from (1) and (2).

2.13. Lemma. On a^u^b, let there be given a family of functions fa(u),

0<a<l, which converge a.e. to f(u) as a—>0. //, for 0<a<l and a^u^b,

\fa{u) I ^g(u), where g{u) is summable ona^u^b, then fja(u)du-+a^tsfj(u)du.

Proof. Deny the truth of the assertion. Then there exists a denumerable

subsequence of functions {fan(u)} such that/a„(w)—>„f(w) a.e. on a^u^b and

fafa„(u)du does not converge to fj(u)du. This contradicts Lebesgue's theo-

rem on termwise integration.

2.14. Theorem. If f(u, v)^0 is summable on So, X(w) =:0 is summable on

0 ^MiS 1, and V(u) = Jj(u, v)dv is a bounded function of u (on the set where it

exists), then for a fixed rectangle R: 0 <a^u^b <1, 0<c^v^d<l,

J J fh(u, v)\(u)dudv ——> j J f(u, v)\(u)dudv.

Proof. Choose h small enough that R<ZSh- By 2.12, for a.e. u, a^u^b,

Also

A(«) I   fh(u,v)dv->X(m) (   /(«, v)dv.

j /*(«. v)dv = ^7 J   j   |J f(u + a,v + ß)dv}dadß

V(u + a)dadß ^ M-\(u),
-k

< x(«) '

4Ä2

where M is a bound for V(u). By the lemma of 2.13

J  -|x(m) jj fk(u, v)dv^du->J J f(u,v)dv^du.

Hence, by the Theorem of Tonelli,

JJ /*(«, v)\(u)dudv-*Jf f(u, v)\(u)dudv.
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2.15. Theorem. Iff(u, v) is continuous on So, then on Rho (cf. 26)

dfh(u, v)
— {/(« + h, v) — /(« - h,v)\.

du 2h

2.16. Theorem. If f{u, v) is summable on So, then fh(u, v)—*h~of{u, v) a.e.

on So.

Proof. The result is immediate from 2.5.

2.17. For the purpose of Chapter III, we shall need certain theorems per-

taining to functions which are absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli—

briefly, A.C.T.—and to their integral means.

Definition. The function /(«, v) is A.C.T. on So if (i) fiu, v) is continuous;

(ii) f(u, v) is of bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli; (iii) for a.e. v = n,

0^77^1, the function f[u, t]) is absolutely continuous in u, and, for a.e. u = !*,

0 ^ £ = 1, the function /(£, v) is absolutely continuous in v. Denote by V(rj; f) the

total variation of f(u, rj) as a function of u on 0:£m^1; denote by V(£; f) the

total variation e>//(£, v) as a function of v on O^v^ 1. Then f(u, v) is of bounded

variation in the sense of Tonelli if V(r); f) and F(|; /) are summable functions

of rj and £ respectively on the interval (0, 1).

2.18. If/(w, v) is A.C.T. on So, the partial derivatives fu{u, v) and/„(«, v)

exist a.e. and are summable on S0; moreover, for a.e. v, V(v;f) = f [/*(», v) | du

and, for a.e. u, V(u;f) =f0 \fv(u, v) \ dv (see Morrey [l]).

2.19. Theorem. If f(u, v) is A.C.T. on So, then dfn(u, v)/du = {df(u, v)/dufh

2.19.1. Corollary. Iff(u, v) is A.C. T. on So, thendf\{u, v) /du-+h~odf{u, v) /du

Proof. The result is immediate from 2.19 and 2.9.

2.20. Theorem. Iff(u, v) is A.C.T. on So, then dfk(u, v)/du = (df(u, v)/du)h
on Rho providing v does not belong to a set of measure zero which is independent

ofh.

Proof. By 2.15, dfh{u, v)/du = {\/2h) {f(u + h, v)-f(u-h, v)} on Rh0
Since/(w, v) is A.C.T., it is absolutely continuous in u for a.e. v, OiSu^l.

Fix a value of v for which/(w, v) is absolutely continuous in u. Then

on Sh.

a.e. on So.

dfh(u, v)

2h du
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2.20.1. Corollary. Iff{u,v)isA.C.T.onSo,thendfh(u,v)/du^h-.odf(u,v)/du

a.e. on So.

Proof. The result is immediate from 2.20 and 2.16.

2.21. Theorem. If f(u, v) is A.C.T. on So, then dfh(u, v)/dv = (df(u, v)/dv)h

on Rho providing v does not belong to a set of measure zero which is independent

ofh.

Proof. For O^z^l,

Jo \    drj    / h        2hJ-h wo df )

1 rk
= —       {/(« + «,»)- /(« + «, 0) )da

2h J —h

Therefore, on RM,

-h

fh{u, v) - fh{u, 0).

1    p v    ~u+h Qj^ )

/*(*, v) = fh(u, 0) + - ~ Wr,.
2hJ o  J u-h on

By 2.4,

dfk(u, v) _ J_ /*»** dffa v)      _ / df(u, v) \

dv 2hJ u-h      dv \    dv )h

on Rho providing v does not belong to a set of measure zero which is inde-

pendent of h.

2.21.1. Corollary. Iff(u,v) is A.C.T. on So, then dfh{u,v) /dv^>h~odf(u, v)/dv

a.e. on So-

2.22. Theorem. If f{u, v) is A.C.T. on So, then fh(u, v) is A.C.T. on RM.

Proof. Because of the absolute continuity of the indefinite Lebesgue inte-

gral, fh{u, v) is absolutely continuous in u for every v, 0 ^v?S, 1; hence,

V(v,fh) = -;-
J h        I OU

du

1 r1-Ai i M
U + A, t>) — /(« — h, v) \ du ^ — >

h

where M is a bound for \f{u, v) | on So. Thus V(v ;fh) is summable on 0^v^ 1.

From the proof of 2.21, on Rho,

/*(«,») = /»(«, o) + -   \ I      — # W
2hJ o   \J u-h      orj j
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Therefore,/^(m, v) is absolutely continuous in v for every u, h^u^l—h, and

n.!/0 = f|i^u,_ r\(w±±)u
J o I      3»      I ■/ o I \ AI

1      ,.1   /     -u+a N

^ — r r i /"(m> ") i dwojw.
2Ä J J So

Thus is summable on h^u^l—h and the proof is complete.

Chapter III. Transformation formulas for double integrals

3.1. In this final chapter we shall take each transformation for which

W. H. Young established either formula (3) or (4) of 1.4 and, by placing it in

class Ks, show that formula (1) of 1.1 holds if the integral on the left exists

(cf. 1.2). Throughout the chapter we make the assumption that there is given

a transformation

T:   x = x(u, v),      y = y(u, »), (u, v) £ So,

which satisfies hypothesis H0 of 1.9. Additional restrictions on the trans-

formation T will be stated in the sequel. In the last three theorems of this

chapter (cf. 3.9, 3.12, 3.14), the conditions imposed on the coordinate func-

tions x(u, v) and y(u, v) are not symmetric. A second theorem may be ob-

tained in each of these cases by interchanging the röles of x(u, v) and y(u, v).

3.2. We shall now show that certain transformations obtained from T by

approximating to the functions x[u, v), y(u, v) with Ä-Ä-integral means belong

to class K~z. First we introduce the following notations:

n 1/n

„/(«, v) = /i/B(«, v), „f(u, v) = /i/„(«, v), nS = S1/n,' n = 3, 4, ■ • • ,

where f(u, v) is any summable function defined on So.

3.3. Lemma. If T satisfies Ho, the transformation

n   m n m

nTm:   x = nx(u, v),      y = my{u, v), n, m > 2, («, v) £ nS-mS,

belongs to class K3 on „S°-mS°.

Proof. By 2.8, d"nx(u, v)/du, dnnx{u, v)/dv, d™y(u, v)/du, d™y(u, v)/dv are

continuous on „S mS; hence, nJm = J(u, v; "F") is summable there. By 1.6,

n Pm eKs(ns°-mso).

3.3A. Corollary. If T satisfies Ho, the transformation

„F„:   x = nx(u, V),      y = ny(u, v), n > 2, («, v) £ „S,
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belongs to class K3 on nS°.

3.3.2. Corollary. If Tsatisfies Ho, the transformation "F™ (1 fn + l/m < 1 /2)

belongs to class K3 on S^/n+i/m.

Proof. From the definition of class K3(<D), if TElK3(0) and <D* is any

domain within O, then F£ÜT3(D*). See Rado and Reichelderfer [l].

3.4. Lemma. If T satisfies H0, the transformation

"P:   x = "x(m, d),      y = y(«, »), n > 2, (m, v) £ «5,

belongs to class K3 on nS°.

Proof. Fix a value of «>2. For each positive integer m, satisfying

l/»+l/m<l/2, define the transformation "F™ on Si/„+i/,„. We shall verify

that the transformations "F and "F™ satisfy the conditions of the Closure

Theorem (cf. 1.7).

(i) Clearly 5?/„+i/mCn5° and, for every closed set FCZ„S°, there exists an

m0 = m0(F) such that FC-S?/„+1/m for all m>m0.

(ii) By 2.8, d"nx{u, v)/du and d„x(u, v)/dv are continuous on „S and, there-

fore, bounded. The summability of "J = J(u, v; "T) on „5° follows then from

the summability of y«(«, v) and y^w, a) on So (cf. 2.18).

(iii) By 3.3.2, nnrmGK3(S°Un+Vm) for l/»+l/»<l/2.
(iv) For every closed set FCZnS° there exists a closed oriented rectangle R

such that FCZRCnS0. By 2.7, Zy{u, v)—>muniformly to y(u, v) on R. To show

that "7™ converges strongly to "J on F, we shall verify that V"—>m V a.e.

on 2? and that {"7"} has property (V) on 2? for fixed n; hence, by 2.3.1,

//j»|*J*-*/j<li«f^*Ö.
It follows directly from 2.19.1 that "Jm—>m nJ a.e. on R. To show property

(V) for {"7™} on R, it suffices to consider the product

dnx(u, v) dmy(u, v) _ d„x(u, v) m/ dy(u, v)\

du dv du      m\    dv )

since the other product of "Jm may be handled in the same way. By 2.8, the

first factor is bounded for fixed n and, by 2.10, {™(dy(w, v)/dv)} has property

(V) on R; hence, from 2.2.2, {dnx(u, v)/du-d%y(u, v)/dv} has property (V) on

R for fixed n.

The conditions of the Closure Theorem being satisfied, we conclude that

nTeK3(nS°).
Exchanging the roles of x(u, v) and y(w, v), we have the lemma:

3.4.1. Lemma. If T satisfies Ho, the transformation

T*:   x = x(u, »),      y = ly(u, »), n > 2, (u, v) £ „5,

belongs to class K3 on „5°.
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3.5. Our investigation of the transformations considered by Young will

proceed according to the following scheme: First we approximate to the given

transformation F by a suitable one of the transformations £F", "F, F£. Then,

as the reader will easily verify, all of the conditions of the Closure Theorem

are satisfied except strong convergence of the Jacobians. Since the Jacobians

of the approximating transformations converge a.e. to J(u, v; T) (cf. 2.19.1),

a necessary and sufficient condition for strong convergence is that the Jaco-

bians of the approximating transformations have property (V) (cf. 2.2, 2.3.1).

We shall now investigate property (V) for the Jacobians of the approximating

transformations.

3.6. Theorem 1 (see Young [2, pp. 80-85], cf. 1.9). If T satisfies H0 and

one factor in each product xu{u, v) -yv(u, v), xv(u, v) -yu{u, v) is bounded on So,

then T(E:K3(S%) and formula (1) holds whenever the integral on the left exists.

Proof. Consider any fixed RCZS^. Choose n large enough that RCZnS. Ap-

proximate to T by £F£. To show property (U) for {V} on R, it is sufficient

to consider the product

b\x{u, v)  dly(u, v)      n n
-= n(xu(u, v))-n(yv(u, V))

du dv

since the other product in "J* may be handled in the same way. By assump-

tion, one factor of xu(u, v)-yv{u, v), say yv(u, v), is bounded on So', hence,

n{yv{u, v)) is uniformly bounded on R. By 2.10, {^(xu(u, v))} has property (V)

on R. Therefore, from 2.2.2, {d^x(u, v)/du-dZy(u, v)/dv] has property (U) on

R. By the Closure Theorem, T^K3(Sf) and, by the result of Rado and

Reichelderfer mentioned in 1.2, the theorem follows.

3.7. Theorem 2 (see Young [2, pp. 80-85], cf. 1.9). If T satisfies Ho and

in each product xu(u, v) -yv{u,v), xv(u, v) -yu(u,v), the factors belong to associated

Lebesgue classes on So, then FGrv3(5^) and formula (1) holds providing the

integral on the left exists.

Proof. Consider any fixed RQS^. Choose n large enough that R(ZnS. Ap-

proximate to T by "F". On R

I nJn I =| n(*u(«, v))-l(yv{u, v)) \ + | l{xv{u, v))-^(yu(u, v)) I.

It now follows from 2.11 and 2.2.1 that {V} has property (V) on R. By the

Closure Theorem, FGür3(5^); hence, the theorem follows.

3.8. Theorem 3 (see Young [3, p. 163], cf. 1.9). If Tsatisfies Hü; | xu(u, v) \,

I yu(u, v) [ ^X(m) and | xv(u, v) |, | yv(u, v) | ^ß(v), where X(w) and p(v) are sum-

mable on (0, 1), then FG7?"3(5^) and formula (1) holds as soon as the integral

on the left exists.
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Proof. Consider any fixed R(ZS%. Choose n large enough that R(ZnS. Ap-

proximate to T by nT. To show property (V) for {nJ\ on R, it suffices to

consider the product dZx(u, v)/du-dy(u, v)/dv since the other product of "J

may be handled in the same way. Let e be any measurable set comprised in R.

Then

dnx(u, v)        dy(u, v)

du dv

a* /»l/n /»l/n

< -

dudv

/l/n    « l/n /     /•   /• \

I      I  I I   I        + a, v + ß)\- \yv(u, v) I dudv > dadß

n2 ftln flln { c f \
= — I \ II X(« + a)p(v)dudv >dadß

4 J      J _i/„ \ J J e )

1l2   /• l/n   /. 1/b /   /• /• -V

^— I       I      ^11 Hu)ß(v) dudv > dadß

y%   p l/n    n l/n

= — I      I     fi(X(w)/t(!0, So, I e| )dadß
4  J -l/n •/ -l/n-l/n -1/,

^ 0(X(«)/i(tO,So,   I «| )•

ß has been defined in 2.10 and

ea =  E [(w — a,»)£e]
(«,»)

By the Theorem of Tonelli,\{u)ix(v) is summable on S0; hence, ß(X(«)ju(i>), So,

I e\)—>|«|».oO. Thus, by the last inequality and 2.2.1, {d"x(u, v)/du-dy(u, v)/dv\

has property (V) on i?. Finally, by the Closure Theorem, F£iC3(S^) and the

theorem follows.

3.9. Theorem 4 (cf. 3.1). If T satisfies H0; \xu(u, v) \ ^X(m), |x„(w, v)\

^ß(v), where X(w) and ß(v) are summable on (0, 1); and the total variations

V(v; y) and V(u; y) are bounded on (0, 1), then F£iC3(S^) and formula (1)

holds whenever the integral on the left exists.

Proof. Consider any fixed R(ZS%. Choose n large enough that i?CnS. Ap-

proximate to F by Tn. On R, \jn\ ^X(m)yv(u, v) \ +fJ.(v)-*|yu(u, v)\. This

inequality, along with 2.14, 2.3, and 2.2.1, implies property (V) for {/"}

on R. By the Closure Theorem, F£i2"3(S^), so the theorem follows.

3.10. Young really does not discuss a situation corresponding to Theo-

rem 4. Instead, he claims (see Young [2, p. 88]) to have established formula

(3) of 1.4 under the conditions: x(u, v) and y(u, v) are absolutely continuous

on every horizontal and on every vertical in So; yu(u, v),yv(u, v) are summable

on So; |xM(w, v) \ ^X(m) and |xs(w, v) \ ^ß(v), where X(w), n(v) are summable

on (0, 1) and \(u)yv(u, v), n(v)yu(u, v) are summable on So. In attempting to

prove this assertion, Young erroneously assumes that y{u, v) can be written
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as follows: y(u, v) = yi(u, v) —y2(u, v), where yi(u, v) and y2(u, v) possess non-

negative first partial derivatives in addition to all of the properties of y(u, v)

(see Young [2, p. 9l]). Even if y(u, v) could be split in this manner, V(v; y)

and V(u; y) would be bounded (as we assumed in Theorem 4) since

/'1 dyAu, v)           rl dy2(u, v)
—--du+      —--du

a       du              J o du

= yi(l, v) - yi(0, v) + y»(i, v) - ys(0, v)

and, similarly, V(u; y)-^yl{u, 1) — yt{u, 0) + y2(u, l) — y2(u, 0).

3.11. For the purpose of the next theorem, we require the following

lemma:

Lemma. If f(u, v)l^0 and g(u, v) ̂ 0 are summable on S0 and if 0<5< 1/2

is fixed, then

<t>(a, ß) = f(u + a, v + ß)g{u, v)dudv

exists a.e. and is summable in r: —5^a^S, —S^ß^d.

Proof. See Young [2, p. 91 ].

3.12. Theorem 5 (see Young [2, pp. 92-93]; cf. 1.9, 3.1). For T satisfying

Ho and 0 < 8 < 1/2 fixed, define

T(a, ß:0,Q): x = x(u + a, v + ß), y = y{u, v), (a, ß) £ r, («, v) £ S,.

Then for a.e. (a, ß) in r, T(a, ß; 0, 0)£i£"3(^) and the transformation formula

If.F(x(u + a, v + ß), y(u, v))J(u, v; T(a, ß; 0, 0))dudv

F(x, y)-u{x, y; Ss, T(a, ß; 0, Q))dxdy
-OO     J -00

holds if the integral on the left exists.

Proof. Consider any fixed RCZS^. Choose n0 large enough that RQSs+i/n

for n>no. Then for (a, /3)£r and n>n0, define

"F(a, ß; 0, 0):   x = "x(« + a,v + ß),       y = y(u, v), (u, v) £ Ss+i/n-

We wish to show that {J(u, v; nF(a, ß; 0, 0)} has property (V) on R for a.e.

(a, ß) in r. To this end, we need only consider the product d^x(u-\-a, v-\-ß)/du

■dy(u, v)/dv since the other product of the Jacobian may be handled in the

same way.

For (a, j3)£r, define
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G(u, v, a, ß) = I xu(u + a, v + ß) I • I yv(u, v) |,      (u, v) £ So,

and

G„(w, v, a, ß) = " I £„(« + a, 9 + |S) I • I yv(u, v) \, n > no, (m, v) £ Sa+i/n.

By 3.11,

H(a, ß) = j J G(u, v, a, ß)dudv

exists a.e. and is summable on r. Let E be the exceptional set of points (a, ß)

in r. From 2.9,

(1)      „H(a, ß) = J J Gn(u, v, a, ß)dudv     J J G(u, v, a, ß)dudv — F(a, ß)

for a.e. (a, ß)(E.r. Let £2 be the exceptional set of points (a, ß) in r. Con-

sider a fixed point (ao, ßo) in r and not belonging to Ei+E2. By 2.9,

G„(u, v, a0, ßo)—>n G(u, v, ao, ßo) a.e. on R; hence, it follows from (1) and 2.3

that {Gn(u, v, ao, ßo)} has property (V) on R. For (u, v)(ER and n>n0,

Gn(u, v, ao, ßo) =
dnx(u + a0, v + ßo)

du

dy(u, v)

dv

therefore, {d^x(u+a0, v + ß0)/du-dy(u, v)/dv} has property (V) on R.

Finally, by the Closure Theorem, T{a, ß; 0, 0) belongs to class K~3 on Ss° for

a.e. (a, ß) in r.

To complete the theorem, we must show that for a.e. (a, ß) in r the image

of the boundary of Ss under T(a, ß; 0, 0) is a set of planar measure zero.

Since x(u, v) is A.C.T. on So, for a.e. (a, ß) in r the function x(w-|-a, z> + /3) is

absolutely continuous on the boundary of Ss; hence, for such (a, ß), the con-

tinuous image of the boundary of Ss under T(a, ß; 0, 0) is a semi-rectifiable

curve and its locus is a set of planar measure zero.

(For the proof of Theorem 5 we need not assume that the image of the

boundary of So under T is a set of planar measure zero.)

3.13. To prove the final theorem, we approximate to the given trans-

formation T by the transformation

nT„:   x = nx(u, v),      y = ny(u, v), n > 2, (u, v) G Ri/n o-

Thus, to utilize the Closure Theorem, we must establish the lemma:

Lemma. If T satisfies Ho, the transformation „F„ belongs to class K~3 on R[/n o-

Proof. By 2.22, nx(u, v) and ny(u, v) are A.C.T. on Ri/n o- From 2.15,

dnx(u, v)/du and dvy(u, v)/du are continuous and, therefore, bounded on

Rim 0-. The result now follows from reasoning similar to that employed in 3.6.
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3.14. Theorem 6 (see Young [1, pp. 365-366; 2, p. 87]; cf. 1.9, 3.1). If T

satisfies Ha and \xv(u, v) \, \yv(y, v)\ =mM, where p(v)xu(u, v) and n(v)yu(u, v)

are summable on So, then FGi^S^) and formula (1) holds providing the integral

on the left exists.

Proof. Consider any fixed RQS^. Choose n large enough that R(ZRi/n o-

Approximate to T by „F„. To show property (U) for {/(», v; nTn)) on R, it

suffices to consider the product dnx{u, v)/du-d„y(u, v)/dv since the other prod-

uct of the Jacobian may be handled in the same way. Let e be any measurable

set comprised in R. Then

dnx(u, v) I   I dny(u, v)

du     II dv

n2   pl/n   (% 1/n

dudv

4 •/ _i/n <J -1/

/• 1/n /    /»  /• \

< I I  I Xuiu -f- a, v) I • I yv(u + ß, v) | dudv >dadß
-1/n <I -1/n \ J «7 e )

^ — J    J    | J J p(v) I xu(u + et, v) I dudv^dadß

n2 rlln rlln ( c r      , , )
^ -j-J      J      I J J    M^ I #t*(M, f) I dudvjdadß

n2    -lln fll»

= — I      I     Ö(m(») I #»(*! ») |, Sc I e I )dadl8
4 •/ _i/n «7 _j/„

g 0(mW I *«(«, ») |, So, I e\ ),

where ß(ju(i>) | xu(u, v)\, So, | e|)—>|e| ..00. Thus, by the last inequality and

2.2.1, [dnx(u, v)/du-dny(u, v)/dv) has property (U) on 7?.

From 2.20.1 and 2.21.1, J(u, v; „F„)—J(u, v; T) a.e. on R; hence, as the

reader can now easily verify, all of the conditions of the Closure Theorem are

fulfilled. Therefore, FGrv3(S^) and the theorem follows.

3.14.1. Corollary (see Young [3, pp. 189-190], cf. 1.9). If T satisfies H0;
\xv{u, v)\, \yv(u, v) \ =/x(y), where ß(v) is summable on (0, 1); and the total

variations V(v; x) and V(v; y) are bounded on (0, 1), then T^Ki(S^) and for-

mula (1) holds as soon as the integral on the left exists.

Proof. Because of the Theorem of Tonelli, the relation

J   -j J" p(v) I xu{u, v) \ du^dv = J p(v)V(v; x)dv

implies the summability of ß(v)xu(u, v) on So, Likewise, ii(v)yu(u, v) is sum-

mable on So.

3.15. The preceding six theorems account for all of Young's results on the
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transformation of double integrals. Theorem 5 seems to offer a method of

approach to the conjectured proposition (cf. 1.10):

If T satisfies Ho and J(u, v; T) is summable on So, then T^KsiS^) and

formula (1) holds if the integral on the left exists.

Along this line, we have considered the question of deducing Theorems 1,

2, 3, 4, and 6 from Theorem 5. The first four theorems follow readily from the

fifth, but we have not been able to deduce Theorem 6 from Theorem 5.
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